In this paper, we design a drug release mechanism for dynamic time division multiple access (TDMA)-based molecular communication via diffusion (MCvD). In the proposed scheme, the communication frame is divided into several time slots over each of which a transmitter nanomachine is scheduled to convey its information by releasing the molecules into the medium. To optimize the number of released molecules and the time duration of each time slot (symbol duration), we formulate a multiobjective optimization problem whose objective functions are the bit error rate (BER) of each transmitter nanomachine. Based on the number of released molecules and symbol durations, we consider four cases, namely: "static-time static-number of molecules" (STSN), "static-time dynamic-number of molecules" (STDN), "dynamic-time static-number of molecules" (DTSN), and "dynamic-time dynamic-number of molecules" (DTDN). We consider three types of medium in which the molecules are propagated, namely: "mild diffusive environment" (MDE), "moderate diffusive environment" (MODE), and "severe diffusive environment" (SDE). For the channel model, we consider a 3-dimensional (3D) diffusive environment, such as blood, with drift in three directions. Simulation results show that the STSN approach is the least complex one with BER around 10 -2 , but, the DTDN is the most complex scenario with the BER around 10 -8 .
A. State of the Art
The demand for more effective and less invasive health care solutions has pushed the technology to progress in micro and nano-scale paradigms. One of these paradigms is nano-networks, which contain nano-transmitters and nano-receivers. They communicate with each other via Molecular Communication (MC) where the molecule propagation is the main paradigm. The transmitters and receivers in MC, called bio-nanomachine, are made of biological materials and mechanisms which are able to interact with biological molecules and cells [1] . The bionanomachines are purified protein molecules and bio-silicon hybrid devices [2] - [4] . They communicate with each other by releasing molecules into the medium. The most common medium in MC is the blood vessel.
The main reason of introducing the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technique is its proficiency in the drug management for the novel Drug Delivery System (DDS). In such a novel DDS, the management of the drug released into the blood vessels or other tissues plays a significant role. In this regard, the aim is to optimize the drug dosage and time of releasing the molecules into the medium towards the location of diseases, e.g., cancer cells. Despite the importance of the accurate releasing time and releasing dosage in the DDS, drug management is not considered in recent works while the investigation of such novel DDSs can significantly improve the performance of these systems.
B. Related Works
Researchers study the TDMA optimization in neuron-based MC, which employs neurons to communicate and built in-body sensor-actuator networks (IBSANs) [5] . They use an evolutionary multi-objective optimization algorithm to design the TDMA schedule. The resource allocation in MC has already studied for two transmitter nodes in [6] where the authors propose a game-theoretic framework and study Bit Error Rate (BER) of such a system. In addition, the investigation of the channel capacity for multiple-access channels, which employs the principles of natural ligand-receptor is studied in [7] . Furthermore, the researchers have found a high capacity in Single-input Single-output (SISO) and Multi-input Single-output (MISO)-based MC system [7] .
The investigation of more than two transmitter nodes in multiple access channel in existing works has not been considered yet. In addition, TDMA in Molecular Communication via Diffusion (MCvD) system has not been studied in the existing works on MC. The optimization of symbol durations and the number of released molecules by each transmitter node is also not considered in the existing works.
C. Our Contributions
In this paper, we investigate the TDMA-based MCvD system for drug releasing management which is applicable in novel DDSs. First of all, we employ the Brownian motion [8] as the model of propagating the molecules into the medium which is assumed to be like the blood vessels. We consider a 3-dimensional (3D) diffusive environment where the drift is assumed to exists in all the three dimensions. We assume that the channel is shared between transmitters based on TDMA method where the communication frame is divided into time slots each of which is dedicated to a transmitter. We consider Inter-user Interference (IUI) and Inter-symbol Interference (ISI) in this paper. We formulate a multi-objective optimization problem in which we determine the number of released molecules by each transmitter as well as the time duration of each time slot such that the BER of each transmitter node is minimized. We derive the mean and the variance of the number of received molecules from each transmitter node in each time slot as well as the BER.
We consider four cases in each of which the number of released molecules and the duration of time slots could be fixed or dynamic obtained via the optimization problem. We first introduce the "Static-Time Static-Number of molecules" (STSN) in which the number of molecules and time slot durations are uniformly allocated to each transmitter. Next, the "Dynamic-Time StaticNumber of molecules" (DTSN) is introduced in which the time slot durations are optimized via the the optimization problem while the number of molecules are uniformly allocated to each transmitter. After that, the "Static-Time Dynamic-Number of molecules" (STDN) is proposed in which we determine the optimized number of molecules each transmitter should release into the medium. The last case is "Dynamic-Time Dynamic-Number of molecules" (DTDN) which optimizes both the time slot duration and number of molecules released by each transmitter.
In addition, we consider three scenarios for the diffusion of the medium into which the molecules are propagated: 1: Mild Diffusive Environment (MDE) in which the molecules diffuse We also provide the Multi-objective OPtimization (MOP) solution as the Weighted Sum
Method (WSM) technique to transform the multi-objective optimization problems into the single objective optimization problem. The main contributions of this paper are:
• We consider four cases, i.e., STSN, STDN, DTSN, and DTDN, for managing the drug releasing mechanism.
• We study the mean and the variance of the received molecules by considering the effect of the interference. Furthermore, we derive the BER for each transmitter nodes.
• We formulate optimization problems aiming at finding the optimized time slot durations and the number of molecules released by each transmitter node considering both of dynamic and static behavior of the system.
• We investigate the TDMA-based MCvD system in three scenarios for the the propagation medium, namely MDE, MODE, and SDE.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we study the mean and the variance of the received molecules and derive the BER of each transmitter node in TDMAbased MCvD system. In Section III, we formulate the optimization problems which include the dynamic and the static cases of the time slot durations and the number of released molecules to manage the drug release mechanism. In Section IV, we provide the solution of the MOP by employing WSM. In Section V, we calculate the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms. We demonstrate the numerical analysis of the introduced TDMA-based molecular communication system in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
Notation: In this paper, exp(x) denotes the natural exponential function. B(n, p) and N (µ, σ 2 )
refer to the Binomial distribution with parameters n and p, and the Normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , respectively. Pr(X) is the probability of happening event X, and
exp − x 2 dx stands for the error function. The abbreviations used in this paper is listed in Table I. DRAFT September 2, 2019 (nodes TX-I, TX-II, TX-III, . .., TX-r) and a receiver nanomachine (node D). The transmitter nanomachines are considered as the generic nano-transmitters which are produced artificially.
The pre-encoded nano-transmitters are the other cases of nano-transmitters, but they are not expandable after transmitting all the stored information molecules [9] , and therefore, we do not utilize these models of nano-transmitters. Furthermore, the receiver is a passive spherical nanomachine counting the received molecules. This type of receiver can absorb no molecules, and hence, they are not disappeared from the medium [10] , [11] . It is also assumed that the distance between each transmitter node and node D can be different. In our system model, we assume that the transmitter and receiver nanomachines are fixed during the transmission period.
This assumption is practical in all DDS scenarios that the nanomachines are stuck in the blood vessels such as the cases that the cancer cells are the target of the drug delivery [12] . In this paper, for the medium, we consider 3D diffusive environment where the blood is an example of such a medium. In addition, the medium has drift velocity in all the three directions.
Flow in diffusive environments is categorized in two classes: laminar and turbulent. If the flow stochastically varies over the time and/or space, it is categorized as turbulent, and otherwise as laminar [13] . With the flow in the effective length d eff and the effective velocity v eff , the Reynolds number is used to determine the class of the medium, which is given by [13] 
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The fluid with Re ≫2100 is categorized as turbulent, and otherwise in laminar. We emphasis that lots of the blood vessels have the Reynolds number smaller than 500 [13] . However, both cases of laminar and turbulent are covered well in the channel model introduced in [14] . The proposed MCvD scheme in our system model is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . In this figure, we assume three transmitter nodes as TX-1, TX-2, and TX-3, and one receiver node as node D. The transmitters are located at different locations and the medium is considered as a 3D unbounded diffusive environment with drift.
We introduce 3 scenarios for the medium that molecules propagated into. The scenarios are based on the diffusion coefficient of the medium which is derived as follows [15] :
where k B , ∆, η, and R s are the Boltzmann's constant [16] , the temperature of the medium in Kelvin [17] , the dynamic viscosity of the medium, and the Stoke's radius of the molecules propagated into the medium, respectively. The first scenario is MDE, where the diffusion coefficient is low. The BER of the system in this scenario has less performance compared to other ones. It is due to the fact that the molecules diffuse slowly in the considered environment. The second scenario is MODE, where the diffusion coefficient of the medium is more than that of the MDE scenario. In this case, the BER of the system has better performance compared to the MDE one.
The third scenario is SDE, where the diffusion coefficient of the medium is more than that of MDE and MODE. In this scenario, the BER of the system is the best among the other scenarios because the molecules diffuse faster.
A. Channel Model
In this paper, we consider the Brownian motion to model the propagation of the molecules into the medium and a 3D diffusive medium with drift. As studied in the literature [14] , the probability density function (PDF) of the molecules released from the origin in Cartesian Coordinate System (CCS) and arrived at the location of (x, y, z) in CCS within time t is υ(x, y, z, t) = 1 (4πΩt) 3 exp
where
, and u = (u x , u y , u z ) are the diffusion coefficient of the medium, the location of the receiver node, and the vector of drift velocity, respectively. To obtain the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the molecules inside the spherical receiver with radius d, we should integrate (3) over the volume of the receiver as follows:
Since (4) does not have a closed form solution, we can consider it as a function of the location of the destination node (D), diffusion coefficient (Ω), drift velocity of the medium (u), and time (t). Therefore, a new notation, i.e., P arv (u, Ω, D, t) = Υ(t), is used in the rest of the paper. It is worth noting that by locating the transmitter node TX-s at X s = (X 1s , X 2s , X 3s ), the probability of arriving the molecules within time slot t s is changed to P arv (u, Ω, D − X s , t s ) [18] . It is also concluded from (4) that the probability of reception of the molecules in MDE is lower than that of MODE and SDE, which in Section VI, we discuss the aforementioned scenarios in detail.
The activation of the transmitter nodes to release the molecules into the medium is based on the closeness of them to node D, i.e., if TX-1 is closer than TX-2 to node D, it implies TX-1 is activated first. This results in the reduction of the IUI and ISI effects. We assume the transmitter nodes release the molecules independently into the medium. Each frame is divided into r slots of different lengths. Each slot has one symbol and the time slot is called the symbol duration.
Therefore, the transmitters send r symbols in each frame. The symbol durations are calculated by solving the optimization problems, which are introduced in Section III. Hence, the symbol durations are not identical and can be different for each transmitter.
To release the molecules from transmitter nodes, we adopt the one-off keying (OOK) modulation which is efficient in case of the molecules reception probability [19] . In OOK, transmitter node TX-s releases A s molecules to send bit "1" at the beginning of a time slot, and zero molecules to send bit "0". We do not consume the same number of molecules for all the transmitter nodes 1 . Let us denote the number of molecules that is counted by the receiver from TX-s at the n th frame by M s [n] . Since the movement of molecules are independent of each other, M s [n] obeys a binomial distribution as follows [20] - [22] :
is the information bit transmitted by node TX-s at the n th frame and P h (X s , t s ) =
Due to the cumbersome mathematical manipulations with binomial distribution, we aim at approximating it to the normal distribution. If A s is large enough and A s P h (X s , t s ) is not zero [23] , we can approximate the binomial distribution in (5) by a normal distribution as follows:
B. Interference Analysis
In this subsection, we study the effect of the interference on the multiple-access MCvD system.
In MC systems, the interference is defined by the molecules that are leaked to the current time slot but are transmitted from previous time slots [24] , [25] .
Let us assume the current frame and transmitter as the n th and TX-s, respectively. We aim to find the distribution of molecules that is leaked into the current time slot but released from previous time slots which could be from the current frame and the previous frames. Therefore, the interference is calculated as the molecules released from the current transmitter (TX-s) in previous frames which is referred to ISI and the molecules released from other transmitters at the current frame and the previous frames which is referred to IUI. To be straightforward, we refer all the considered interferences (ISI and IUI) as IUI. As stated in the literature [6] , [26] - [28] , the IUI length, i.e., the number of previous frames which are involved in IUI, is limited, and therefore, we assess U previous frames to calculate the IUI effect. By considering
which is the number of molecules in IUI, is calculated for the given TX-s from U previous frames as follows:
q=j t q ) and λ u j,s is the summation of time slots which is calculated as
The first term in (7) is the IUI effect for the transmissions in previous frames. The second term in (7) is the IUI effect from the transmission in the current frame.
C. Error Probability Analysis
In this subsection, we aim to evaluate the error probability in the proposed TDMA-based MCvD system. First of all, we should calculate the distribution of molecules that are counted by node D. Considering the previous subsection, the number of molecules arrived in the volume of node D at the end of the TX-s time slot and frame n, denoted by M
By adopting (6) and (7),
Therefore, the distribution of received molecules for TX-s follows the normal distribution given
The mean and the variance of M s Tot [n] are calculated from (10) as follows:
The details of calculating the mean and the variance of M s IUI [n] are provided in Appendix A. In this paper, the detection method is based on the Maximum Likelihood (ML) technique.
Our system model follows the TDMA technique, thus, the receiver node D decides based on the threshold value for each transmitter node aŝ
where τ s andx s [n] are the threshold value at node D for detecting the information sent by the transmitter node TX-s, and the information bit detected by the receiver when TX-s is the transmitter, respectively. Note that, we assume that the transmitter nodes and the receiver node are synchronized with each other [11] , [27] . The details of calculating τ s is studied in the literature [27] Now we can calculate the error probability for each TX-s. TX-s sends the information at the beginning of its time slot in frame n, and the node D detects the information based on (17) at DRAFT September 2, 2019 the end of the time slot. The error probability when TX-s is the transmitter and node D is the receiver, is given by
We can write the right side of (18) as follows:
. (20) Therefore, the BER for TX-s at the n th frame is derived as follows [18] :
III. DYNAMIC TDMA OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we exploit MOP to minimize the BER of each transmitter TX-s and the receiver D by jointly determining the optimal number of molecules each transmitter node should release and the symbol duration of each time slot meaning that our system is dynamic in terms of the number of allocated molecules and symbol durations. We construct two vectors of variables. The first one is the vector of the number of molecules each transmitter node TX-s releases in its time slot. The second one is the vector of the symbol duration of each time slot. We propose four cases to design the aforementioned system each of which is explained in details in the following subsections.
A. Static-Time Static-Number of Molecules (STSN)
We assume that each transmitter node has equal time and number of molecules for releasing into the medium. We call this approach as STSN and is useful in MCvD systems that do not require high BER performance. STSN is applicable in systems that cannot tolerate high complexity. The MCvD systems which utilize the pre-encoded transmitter as the transmitter node can be categorized as the systems with low complexity. On the other hand, the MCvD systems which utilize the generic transmitter as the transmitter node can be categorized as the systems that can tolerate higher complexity [9] . To design the STSN-based MC system, we allocate uniform number of molecules and time duration to each transmitter node. By limiting the budget of molecules to Q, the allocated number of molecules to each transmitter node is given by
The other variable vector in STSN-based MCvD is the symbol duration. Since the system is based on STSN, the time for sending the molecules into the medium is equal for each transmitter node. We assume that the frame is T seconds, i.e., T = r s=1 t s . Hence, the symbol duration of each transmitter node is
B. Dynamic-Time Static-Number of Molecules (DTSN)
In this approach, we allocate the uniform number of molecules to each transmitter node as (22) . The time slot durations should be optimized to minimize the BER for each transmitter node.
DTSN can be also applicable MCvD systems with low complexity, due to its simple optimizations solution. We adopt MOP to optimize the vector of symbol durations. The formulated MOP is given by
where C1 and C2 in (24) respectively. Furthermore, ψ t is the lower bound of the symbol duration variables. C2 in (24) means that the total time duration of each time slot should be equal or lower than the maximum frame duration denoted by T max which is adjusted by the desired application. For example, the time of releasing the drugs plays an important role in drug release mechanism for DDS [29] .
C. Static-Time Dynamic-Number of Molecules (STDN)
In STDN scheme, we assign uniform values for symbol duration as (23) . This approach is also of low complexity and provides better BER performance in comparison with STSN and DTSN. The performance comparison of introduced approaches has been elevated in Section VI.
The resource allocation problem is defined via an MOP as follows: 
D. Dynamic-Time Dynamic-Number of Molecules (DTDN)
As the last approach, we optimize both of the symbol durations and the number of molecules allocated to each transmitter. Despite the BER of the system is better than other approaches, DTDN is applicable in MCvD systems with high complexity. In addition, this approach is applicable in release management mechanism for novel DDSs that controls simultaneously the drug dosage and their releasing time. The optimization problem to minimize the BER values of each transmitter is given by
where C1 and C2 are the constraints that define the lower and the upper bounds of the number of molecules and the lower bound of symbol durations allocated to each transmitter node, respectively. C3 in 26b defines the maximum frame time constraint. To solve the optimization problem introduced in (24), (25) , and (26), we employ MOP whose details are given in the next section.
IV. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
The solution of MOP is considered as the values which are in the Pareto frontier set [30] .
To solve MOP, the authors have proposed some mathematical techniques which we exploit two categories of them. The first one is the Pareto method, which keeps the vector of variables independent during the optimization. If we consider two objective functions as MOP, the optimal values in MOP can be obtained when one objective function has no increase without reducing the other objective function. This case is called the Pareto optimal or non-dominated solution.
The other one is called non-Pareto optimal solution which is based on the scalarization method (SM). The set of optimal solutions, in this case, is referred to as Pareto optimal solutions [31] .
The goal of SM is taking MOP into scalar fitness function as [32] G
where g v and w v are the objective function and the weight of it, respectively. There are some methods to assign weights to objective functions, such as equal weights, Rank Order Centroid (ROC) weights, and Rank-sum (RS) weights [33] , [34] .
In this paper, we adopt WSM to solve the multi-objective optimization problem, because its complexity is lower than other solutions [35] - [37] . If all weights in (27) be positive, by minimizing G(x), a sufficient condition for Pareto optimally is reached, i.e, the minimum of (27) is always Pareto optimal [38] , [39] . We use equal weights and by considering r u=1 w u = 1 where the weights become [33] , [35] 
Therefore, (24), (25) , and (26) become single objective optimization problems with equal weights.
A. DTSN Optimization Solution
The optimization problem to find the optimal values of t * , which is introduced in (24), yields the minimization of BER subject to constraints regarding the lower bound of t s and the maximum frame time duration of T max as given by
The objective function in (29) is convex on each time slot duration for TX-s, i.e., t s , as proved in Appendix B. To solve (29), we utilize Alternative Search Method (ASM) [40] . In this regard, the DTSN optimization problem is divided into r sub-problems and each of them are solved by the publicly available software CVX [41] to converge to a sub-optimal solution. The results of the algorithm to solve (29) based on ASM is
where 
B. STDN Optimization Solution
The optimization problem to find the optimum number of molecules denoted by A * allocated to each transmitter in STDN introduced in (25) becomes a single objective optimization problem as given by
The objective function in (31) is convex on A s , and therefore, the optimization problem (31) is convex on A s . The proof of convexity the optimization problem (31) is provided in Appendix C.
It is worth noting that we consider A as a real variable and after optimizing it, we quantize A to the nearest integer value. The discussion of BER difference between considering A as real and integer variable is provided in Section VI.
The optimization problem (31) is solved by utilizing ASM in which is divided into r subproblems. Each sub-problem is solved by the publicly available software CVX. The ASM algorithm iteratively solves each sub-problem to converge to a sub-optimal solution. The ASM algorithm is given by
} and β opt are the initial setting values for the STDN optimization problem and the number of iterations needed to converge to the sub-optimal solution, respectively.
C. DTDN Optimization Solution
The DTDN approach is also a MOP which can be solved by taking the WSM into account.
Problem (26) becomes a single objective optimization problem that calculates the optimum symbol duration denoted by t * and the number of allocated molecules to each transmitter A * , simultaneously, which is given as follows:
To solve (33), we employ ASM. By utilizing it, (33) is divided into two sub-problems as follows:
Based on ASM, the optimization problems (34a) and (34b) are iteratively solved until it converges to a sub-optimal solution. This technique is provided by the following algorithm
} is the initial setting values for the optimization problem (33) and γ opt is the number of required iterations to converge to the sub-optimal solution.
V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this section, the computational complexity of the optimization problems is provided. The alternate method is employed in which two sub-problems are solved in each iteration in DTDN approach as I) finding the symbol durations by utilizing ASM for r sub-problems and II) allocation of the number of molecules to each transmitter by utilizing ASM for r sub-problems. The complexity of ASM is linearly proportional to the number of iterations needed to converge and the complexity of the solution of each sub-problem [40] . The CVX toolbox is used to solve each sub-problems of optimization problems (29) and (31) . The CVX toolbox exploits the interior point method to solve the convex optimization problem. The computational complexity of the CVX toolbox is given by C = log(
[41], [42] , where Λ is the number of constraints in each problem, ρ 1 is the initial point to approximate the accuracy of the interior point method, ρ 2 is the stopping criterion of the interior point method, and ρ 3 is used to update the accuracy of the interior point method [41] . All the computational complexities of the proposed approaches are provided in Table II .
VI. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the numerical analysis of the dynamic TDMA-based MCvD system. In order to evaluate the error probability, we apply four approaches mixed by the static and dynamic behavior for symbol duration and the number of molecules. Lower bound of symbol duration ψt 1µs
The IUI length U 3
The radius of the receiver d 45µm [14] the aforementioned approaches are analyzed in case of considering the MDE, MODE, and SDE scenarios. We consider 3 transmitter nodes which are placed at different distances from the destination node D. The locations of the transmitter nodes are provided in Table III . We consider 3 scenarios for the environment and information molecules which are discussed in Section II.
The first scenario is based on MDE where the Carbon tetrachloride molecules inside the nHeptane medium is considered. In this scenario, the probability of reception the molecules in the destination node is lower than other scenarios. Therefore, the performance of the system is not high compared to the other scenarios. Fig. 2(a) shows the minimized BER by employing MDE scenario when STSN, STDN, DTSN, and DTDN approaches are considered in dynamic TDMA-based MCvD as a function of T max . It is worth noting that we consider T = T max in STSN approach. In performance point of view, DTDN approach is the best among others which is indicated in Fig. 2(a) . In addition, the BER is minimized in case of constraining T max and it is shown that for some particular T max , the minimized BER reaches the maximum performance. For T max = 4.931 ms, the minimized BER reaches to 6.6×10 -3 in DTDN approach. However, by exploiting the STSN approach, the minimum of minimized BER is 4.1 × 10 -2 for T max = 9.517 ms. Another key fact to remember is that STDN approach is better than DTSN for T max < 3.293 ms from the performance point of view and for T max > 3.293 ms DTSN approach is always better than STDN. It means that for high values of frame, optimizing symbol durations is better than optimizing the number of molecules allocated to each transmitter node. Therefore,
for small values of T max , optimizing the number of molecules is more effective. This result could be applicable in employing the drug release mechanism in novel DDSs. However, the DTDN approach has the best performance but by referring to Table II , its complexity is high. On the other hand, the DTSN approach is less complex than DTDN. Hence, DTDN approach is more applicable in MDE with high computational complexity potency (CCP) nanomachines, i.e., the nanomachines that can tolerate high complexity and require BER lower than 10 −2 . In the MDE scenario with moderate CCP nanomachines, we suggest DTSN as the approach of a drug release mechanism in novel DDSs. However, in low CCP nanomachines, we suggest STSN approach in which manages the drug releasing with the lowest complexity, but the error probability is more than other approaches.
In Fig. 2(b) , we present the performance of the system in terms of minimizing BER as a function of T max in which STSN, STDN, DTSN, and DTDN approaches are assessed in MODE.
In this scenario, we consider the Hydrogen molecules as the information molecules and the water as the medium. The approaches' BER in MODE is similar to MDE but there are some differences. In MODE situation, the probability of reception the molecules is more than that for STSN approach, the maximum performance is 1.2 × 10 -2 which is better in comparison with MDE scenario. In addition, in this scenario, we suggest STSN as the approach of managing the drug releasing in low CCP nanomachines. Fig. 2(c) shows the BER performance of the proposed system in SDE. In this scenario, we consider the Propane as information molecules and the n-Heptane as the medium. The probability of receiving information molecules in SDE is better than MDE and MODE. Therefore, the BER performance is better than other scenarios. In SDE scenario, DTDN approach has the best performance for all values of T max . Moreover, all STSN, STDN, DTSN, and DTDN approaches have better performance in comparison utilizing MDE and MODE scenarios. For example, the maximum BER performance in DTDN is 3.45 × 10 -8 which is better than that of MDE and MODE. There is also another important point in which is observed in Fig. 2(c) . The BER in DTDN and DTSN for T max > 5 ms are close together which means for the high value of T max >, we can employ DTSN approach to manage the drug releasing, due to the fact that DTSNs complexity is lower than DTDN (see Table II ). Furthermore, for T max < 2.966 ms, BER in STDN is better than DTSN, and for T max > 2.966 ms BER in DTSN is better than STDN.
It means that for novel DDS with high CCP nanomachines, DTDN approach is suggested to manage the drug releasing mechanism. In case of SDE in moderate CCP, for T max < 2.966 ms, STDN is suggested and for T max > 2.966 ms, DTSN is suggested. In all scenarios, for low CCP nanomachines, we suggest STSN approach. However, the error probability in this approach is more than other approaches, but from the complexity point of view, it is the lowest one. We summarize the drug release management in MDE, MODE, and SDE scenarios with different suggested approaches in Table IV .
Up to here, we discuss the MDE, MODE, and SDE scenarios to assess the drug releasing Budget of molecules management in novel DDS. In the following, we consider MODE scenario as an instance to evaluate how optimization problems optimize the number of molecules and symbol durations.
In Fig. 3(a) , we plot the BER performance of STSN approach as a function of different budget of molecules. In this content, the BER of the system which is calculated by WSM is decreased by increasing the budget of molecules. However, BER of TX-1 is better than others due to the fact that TX-1 is closer to the destination node. At the following, we discuss the performance of the system by increasing the budget of molecules in case of utilizing the DTSN approach.
In Fig. 3(b) , we present the optimization performance of BER as a function of the budget of molecules allocated to the transmitters in case of considering DTSN approach. It shows that by increasing the budget of molecules, the BER decreases. It is due to the fact that increasing the budget, increases the number of molecules allocated to each transmitter node by referring to (22) . Moreover, there is a remarkable difference between the performance achieved with STSN approach (see P e in Fig. 3(a) ) and DTSN approach by increasing the budget of molecules. As a fair comparison, we set a fixed value of T max in the analysis of BER for STSN and DTSN. In Fig. 4(a) , the optimized number of molecules allocated to each transmitter node is illustrated.
It shows that by increasing T max , the optimized number of molecules is increased because the BER of the system is decreased. Thus, the optimization problem (31) demands to increase the number of molecules for the high value of T max . By setting T max = 13 ms, the number of allocated molecules to TX-1, TX-2, and TX-3 are 500, 697, and 800, respectively. In addition,
in all values of T max , TX-3 require more number of molecules than TX-1 and TX-2. It is due to the fact that TX-3 is located in a longer distance than others, therefore, the BER of it is lower than other transmitters. Then, the optimized number of molecules allocated to TX-3 is more than other transmitters. In such novel DDS, the drug release mechanism in case of utilizing STDN approach is applied by optimizing the number of molecules, i.e., the drug dosage, and uniformly allocate the releasing time between the transmitters. The release mechanism can hold Fig. 4(a) to control releasing drugs into the intended location.
The optimized symbol durations as a function of T max for DTSN approach is illustrated in Fig. 4 (b). It shows that by increasing T max , the optimized time slots increased. Another key point to remember is that the optimized symbol duration for TX-3 is more than other transmitters from the view of the fact that the distance of TX-3 from node D is more than other transmitters.
For example, by setting T max = 20 ms, the optimized symbol durations are t 1 = 3.478 ms, t 2 = 5.682 ms, and t 3 = 10.34 ms.
Since the channel in MC has memory [27] , study the IUI plays a key role to identify the behavior of MCvD systems. Furthermore, in novel DDS drug releasing mechanism, it is important to release the drugs into the desired location in particular times [29] . Therefore, study the channel memory that causes the IUI effect, can improve the performance of the system. In this regard, we investigate the IUI on how to affect the BER of the system in Section II-B. In (31) by considering the number of molecules as real and integer variables (ΨA = 800 and Ω = 4.5 × 10 -9 m 2 /s).
the IUI length as a consequence of taking the previous frames' information into account. It is also shown that after IUI length of 3, the BER has no changes. Thus, we can suggest the IUI length as 3. In other words, the IUI effect for IUI length more than 3 can be neglected.
In addition, Fig. 6 (a) depicts the convergence of the alternative method proposed in (30) , (32) , and (35) . In this figure, the number of required iterations to achieve convergence for DTSN, STDN, and DTDN approaches are provided.
In Fig. 6(b) , we illustrate the BER in STDN approach as a function of T max for different values of ψ A by considering the number of molecules as real and integer variables. For ψ A = 20, the difference between BER for integer and real A is 1.5 × 10 -4 . However, for ψ A > 80, the BER difference is smaller than 4 × 10 -7 because increasing ψ A causes decreasing the BER difference.
Therefore, considering the number of molecules as a real variable does not affect extremely the BER of the system.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, the drug release management is studied in case of utilizing dynamic TDMAbased MCvD system. In this regard, the number of molecules, e.g., the drug dosage in such novel DDS, allocated to each transmitter node and symbol durations are assessed. Furthermore, four approaches are introduced in three scenarios namely MDE, MODE, and SDE. At first, static state of symbol durations and number of molecules which are uniformly distributed between the transmitters, as STSN, is evaluated. Next, the other approaches as DTSN and STDN are considered, which in the first one, the symbol durations are optimized by allocating an equal number of molecules to each transmitter node. The other one is based on optimizing the number of molecules allocated to each transmitter node and identical symbol durations. The last approach is DTDN where both symbol durations and the number of molecules are optimized simultaneously. The aforementioned scenarios are evaluated in terms of the type of information molecules and the medium, i.e., the diffusion coefficient. Moreover, the TDMA-based MCvD system is investigated in terms of the mean and the variance of the received molecules which are contained interference. We also study the error probability of the received bits through mathematical manipulations. Since our optimization problems are MOP, we investigate the optimization solutions for them. The scalarization method by employing WSM is studied as the solution of the proposed optimization problems. At the numerical analysis, we evaluate the scenarios for drug releasing management in connection with the complexity of the nanomachines and the time required to release the drug to the desired location. Furthermore, we presented the performance of optimization the symbol durations and number of molecules. The effect of IUI is also investigated. We solved the optimization problems by utilizing ASM and the convergences of the proposed solutions had been assessed.
As the future work, one can consider the mobile transmitter/receiver nodes in TDMA-based MCvD system and investigate the STSN, STDN, DTSN, and DTDN approaches in order to impact the performance of such novel DDS. Furthermore, interested readers can study the learning methods, e.g., reinforcement learning, to design the mechanism of drug releasing in applications of MC such as HIV, genetic diseases, and cancer therapy.
APPENDIX A THE CALCULATIONS OF MEAN AND VARIANCE FOR IUI
In this appendix, we aim to express the calculation of mean and variance of IUI. As we discussed, the molecules that are leaked into the current time slot distributed normally. The distribution of molecules that are leaked from the previous frame u and TX-j into current frame n for transmitter TX-s is given by:
Furthermore, the distribution of molecules that stand at IUI effect in current frame n from TX-j into TX-s is
The mean of M s IUI [n, u, j] is calculated as:
where 0.5 is the probability of sending bit "1" and "0". In addition, the mean of
The variance of M s IUI [n, u, j] is given by:
and the variance of M s IUI-C [n, j] is calculated as:
In the following, we derive
Consequently,
At last, the variance of the molecules released from frame u and TX-j but received in the current frame n for TX-s is calculated by (38) , (40) , and (42) as
and the variance of the molecules which are released in current frame from TX-j but received in TX-s' time slot is derived by (39) , (41) , and (43) as
Finally, the mean and variance for IUI is given as:
APPENDIX B PROOF THE CONVEXITY OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM (29) In this appendix, the convexity of the objective function in (29) is proved. The first derivative of (21) 
The first derivative of (21) .
The first derivative of the mean and the variance of the number of received molecules with respect to t s are derived as follows: 
where g(t s ) is the first derivative of (4) with respect to t s which is given by g(t s ) = 
The second derivative of the mean and the variance of the number of received molecules is required to calculate the second derivative of (21) with respect to t s . The second derivative of the mean and the variance of the received molecules are given by: (1 − 2.5A j ), 
where g ′ (t s ) is the second derivative of (4) with respect to t s . After some manipulations and by given that µ 1s > µ 0s and σ 2 1s > σ 2 0s , the second derivative of BER with respect to t s is positive. Finally, due to the fact that the objective function in (29) on the convex set t s is convex, we conclude that the optimization problem (29) is convex on t s . APPENDIX C PROOF THE CONVEXITY OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM (31) In this appendix, we provide the proof of the convexity of error probability function in (21) .
The first derivative of (21) ∂A s .
The first derivative of (21) 
The second derivative of (21) .
By considering (54), the values of second derivative of (21) with respect to A s is positive, if the following condition is satisfied µ 0s < τ s < µ 1s .
By employing ML as the detection technique, this condition is always right. Since (31) is a summation on P s e , therefore, (54) is positive.Finally, objective function in (31) on the convex set A s is convex, therefore, the optimization problem (31) is convex on A s .
